Empower Employees,
Work Smarter
A Guide to Xtravirt’s Digital
Workspace Packaged Services

Digital Workspace
Transformation.
Delivered.
About Our Packaged Services
Overview
Xtravirt have curated a number of
packaged service offerings to assure
the success of your digital workspace
transformation. Covering each stage of
the journey, from assess and design, to
deploy and manage – our consulting led
services are designed to ensure you reach
your intended outcomes quickly and with
minimum risk to daily work.
Each packaged service is designed to
meet a specific set of business objectives.
They are well defined packages of work
– clearly setting out the outcomes and
deliverables you can expect.

Key Benefits
• Best practice methodology: We have a team of highly trained professionals
with specific knowledge of the best practices of individual technologies. We
don’t just deliver a solution but make sure it’s optimised to be the best the
technology can be.
• Tried and tested: Delivering excellence has been the driving force behind
Xtravirt’s team for over a decade and we have distilled the knowledge of
thousands of workshops and implementations into our packaged services.
• Expert knowledge: Our dedicated team of experts are always up to date on
the latest technologies and training.
• Best of breed technologies: Xtravirt believe in always using the very best
technologies for the job and will always find the very best solution for the
challenges presented.
• Bespoke outcomes: Our off the shelf packages have far from off the shelf
outcomes. From beginning to end each service is tailored to each unique
situation and environment.
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Workspace Express
Overview
End-user workspace solutions can
give your business a competitive
edge. Transforming legacy desktop
environments is an increasing priority
for many organisations, but a key
challenge is knowing where to start.
Xtravirt’s Workspace Express is a 3 – 5
week engagement focused on rapidly
providing the information needed to
make strategic workspace decisions
leading to significant operational
savings. Xtravirt navigates you
through the whole sphere of desktop
transformation options, from virtual
desktop delivery to data collaboration,
to find the best fit solution that meets
your business objectives.

The Key Benefits are:
• Business case justification: Understanding what value desktop
transformation can bring and what costs will be incurred in the process is an
important factor for any organisation. Xtravirt Workspace Express analyses
your environment to highlight tangible savings that can be achieved, and the
report provides balanced real-world metrics to support your business case.
• Technology agnostic view: Xtravirt’s role as independent solution provider
means that we’re focused on achieving the best fit solution for your
organisation. We offer an unbiased view of the main desktop transformation
technologies available, such as VMware and Citrix.
• Confidence in the right strategy: As experts in the market we have vast
experience in desktop transformation projects. This packaged service
allows you to access that expertise, avoid any pitfalls and produce the best
workspace strategy for your organisation.
• Confidence in future design decisions: The Workspace Express Report
is based on detailed, objective and current desktop data allowing design
decisions to be made quickly and accurately.
• Low investment: Workspace Express is designed to be delivered with low
investment in time and effort by the customer.
• Project autonomy: This stand-alone packaged service provides customers
with the key information needed to progress with a desktop transformation
project using resources of your choice.

Success Objectives
• Expert assessment, design and deployment for a Citrix Cloud implementation
using Microsoft Azure public cloud
• Best practice platform for a real-world assessment of the solution, as well as
delivering knowledge transfer into your internal teams
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Financial Accelerator
for Digital Workspace
Overview
Xtravirt’s Financial Accelerator for
Digital Workspace solves complex IT
challenges to unlock your full business
and technology potential. If a digital
workspace transformation is on your
roadmap, then in most cases, financial
analysis is a must.
This half day workshop starts
by discussing business strategy
requirements and captures digital
workspace use cases. Our onsite
expert then carries out focused
business and financial analysis
to formulate TCO and ROI before
documenting and presenting findings
including next step options.

The Key Benefits are:
• Financial analysis from experienced specialists: Leverage our experience to
set the right digital workspace approach for your organisation and subsequent
financial model tailored to your environment.
• Expert coaching: Through strategy and planning sessions that identify which
financial source areas require inclusion to calculate relevant cost of ownership
and return on investment figures
• Documented findings: Captured directly from the sessions and subsequent
calculations collated into a central information pack around digital workspace
transformation costs, real world best practices, impacts and dependencies
• Business strategy: defining the strategy, vision and challenges
• Technology solution: Aligning to; private cloud, hosted and managed hosted
services, public cloud and SaaS environments
• Cost modelling: Realise time to value, total cost of ownership and return on
investment objectives

Success Objectives
• Workshop sessions discussing organisation strategy requirements,
constraints and financial objectives
• Capturing of digital workspace use cases and definition of a high-level
solution approach and financial framework model
• Business analysis and financial source data gathering
• Toolset deployment to aid cost calculations
• Financial analysis focused on TCO and ROI
• Presentation of documented findings including next step options
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VMware Horizon
Overview

Key Benefits

VMware Horizon 7 is a Virtual Desktop
Infrastructure solution that enables IT
departments to run virtual machine
(VM) desktops and applications in
the data centre and remotely deliver
these desktops and applications to
employees as a managed service.

•

Simplified Access: Provide end users with easy access to virtual desktops
and published applications, including RDS hosted applications and Citrix
Virtual Apps through a single digital workspace

•

Rapid Deployment: Rapidly deploy full-featured, personalised digital
workspaces, leveraging Just-in-time Management Platform (JMP)
technologies which include Instant Clones, App Volumes and User
Environment Management

•

Straightforward monitoring: Easily monitor performance, alerts, and
remediate issues to help deliver an immersive, feature-rich user experience
for consumers across devices, locations, media and network connections
with Blast performance

Horizon is available in three editions:
• Horizon Standard - Simple,
powerful VDI with great user
experience
• Horizon Advanced Cost-effective delivery of desktops
and applications through a unified
workspace

• Accelerate delivery: Deploy Windows and Linux resources rapidly at scale
across multiple data centres with Horizon for Windows and Horizon for Linux,
including workstation class performance with rich 2D and 3D graphics using
Blast 3D

• Horizon Enterprise - Desktops and
applications delivered with cloud
automation and management

• Simplify authentication: Remove verification complexity across all desktop
and app services with True SSO and contextual, granular, role-based policies
that connect on user, device and location information
• Faultless integration: Seamless turnkey integration with VMware’s SoftwareDefined Data Centre solutions, eliminating the need to build, test and support
disparate storage, virtualisation and networking products
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VMware Horizon
Planning Workshop
Overview
The Xtravirt VMware Horizon Planning
Workshop is a first-hand training and
preparation experience to determine
the best deployment strategy to use
when leveraging VMware Horizon to
mobilise your workforce.
This two-day engagement will allow
for rapid deployment with absolute
confidence and accelerate delivery of a
VMware Horizon environment. VMware
Horizon is designed to simplify and
streamline IT operations to increase
agile working while strengthening
security and reducing costs.

The Key Benefits are:
• Tailored specialist training: First-hand practical preparation and training from
Xtravirt’s Horizon specialists, tailored to your environment, leveraging their
experience to set the right deployment approach for your organisation, and
avoid any potential pitfalls associated with workspace transformation
• Expert coaching: Xtravirt Horizon specialists guide you through strategy and
planning sessions that identify which use cases will give you the greatest
return on investment
• Full documentation: Findings captured directly from the sessions, including
key planning information around solution design, real world best practices,
project impacts and dependencies

Success Objectives
• Workshop sessions discussing organisation strategy requirements,
constraints and financial objectives
• Capturing of digital workspace use cases and definition of a high-level
solution approach and financial framework model
• Business analysis and financial source data gathering
• Toolset deployment to aid cost calculations
• Financial analysis focused on TCO and ROI
• Presentation of documented findings including next step options

VMware Horizon Cloud Proof of Concept
for Microsoft Azure
Overview
Horizon Cloud Proof of Concept (PoC)
for Microsoft Azure delivers Xtravirt’s
expert consulting in assessment,
design and deployment stages for
a Horizon Cloud implementation
hosted in a customer tenant running
in Microsoft’s Azure public cloud
platform.
The service, delivered by Xtravirt
over two-three weeks, is designed to
provide your business with a proof of
concept for a real-world assessment
of the solution, as well as delivering
knowledge transfer into your internal
teams.

The Key Benefits are:
• Accelerated deployment: Hands on deployment support from specialists
to deliver a Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure PoC solution and ensure
integration with existing systems and on-premise infrastructure
• Minimal cost and complexity: Leverage free of charge Horizon Cloud trial
services and bring your own Microsoft Azure infrastructure to the solution
(costs based on consumption)
• Expand business knowledge: Gain insight into VMware Horizon Cloud on
Azure via fully accessible production like portals and receive knowledge
transfer from Xtravirt’s expert cloud consultants
• Drive long term strategy: Align with advances in modern workspace
technology and practices ensuring business efficiency such as integration
with Microsoft Office 365
• Gain greater insight: Work with Xtravirt’s digital workspace experts to
understand your user workspace requirements covering desktops,
applications, resources, user experience and mobility
• Achieve best practice: Receive reference design information for a Horizon
Cloud solution on Microsoft’s Azure public cloud aligned with recommended
industry standards and vendor specifications
This service engagement typically takes up to 80 hours to deliver and will allow
time for customers to conduct their own evaluation of the solution in line with
their success criteria

Success Objectives
• Documented success criteria and capture of basic design decisions
• Onboarding of VMware Horizon Cloud ‘as a service’ management layer
• Implementation of a VMware Horizon Cloud node into a customer’s existing
Microsoft Azure tenant
• Provision of Horizon Cloud delivered desktops and applications with both VDI
and RDSH based pools
• Demonstration of VMware Horizon Cloud on Azure components and admin
portals
• Customer evaluation time and PoC support

VMware Horizon Proof of Concept
for VMware Cloud on AWS
Overview
Horizon Proof of Concept (PoC) for
VMware Cloud on AWS delivers
Xtravirt’s expert consulting in
assessment, design and deployment
stages for a Horizon 7 PoC
implementation hosted on VMware’s
public cloud IaaS offering in AWS.
The service, delivered by Xtravirt
over two-three weeks, is designed to
provide your business with a proof of
concept for a real-world assessment
of the solution, as well as delivering
knowledge transfer into your internal
teams.

The Key Benefits are:
• Accelerated deployment: Hands on deployment support from specialists
to deliver a Horizon on VMware Cloud on AWS PoC solution and ensure
integration with existing systems and on-premises infrastructure
• Zero cost consumption: Leverage Horizon trial licensing and VMware
Cloud on AWS IaaS compute to host and operate Horizon and infrastructure
workloads free of charge for 14 days or more
• Expand business knowledge: Gain insight into VMware Cloud on AWS and
Horizon via fully accessible production like portals and receive knowledge
transfer from Xtravirt’s expert cloud consultants
• Drive long term strategy: Align with advances in modern workspace
technology and practices ensuring business efficiency
• Gain greater insight: Work with Xtravirt’s digital workspace experts to
understand your user workspace requirements covering desktops,
applications, resources, user experience and mobility
• Achieve best practice: Receive reference design information for a Horizon
solution on VMware’s public cloud aligned with recommended industry
standards and vendor specifications
This service engagement typically takes up to 80 hours to deliver and will allow
time for customers to conduct their own evaluation of the solution in line with
their success criteria.

Success Objectives
• Documented success criteria and capture of basic design decisions
• Onboarding and enablement of a 3 host VMware Cloud on AWS SDDC cluster
• Implementation of a VMware Horizon 7 PoC environment with Enterprise level
features
• Provision of Horizon delivered desktops and applications with both VDI and
RDSH based pools
• Demonstration of VMware Cloud on AWS and Horizon components and
admin portals
• Customer evaluation time and PoC support
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CloudConnect
for VMware Horizon
Overview
Xtravirt’s CloudConnect for VMware
Horizon is designed to get you started
on VMware’s digital workspace
platform to deliver on demand
access to desktops, applications
and resources from on-premises
environments or the public cloud.
This three-week engagement will
provide your IT teams with workshops
culminating in design creation led by
one of our End User Compute experts.
Once this design is validated our expert
will oversee the build and migration
of Horizon Compute workloads as
well as defining user groups. The
solution will be tested and optimized;
future recommendations will be
provided along with documentation
and knowledge transfer provided
throughout.

The Key Benefits are:
• Accelerate deployment: Hands on deployment support from specialists to
deliver a Horizon Cloud pilot solution and ensure integration with existing
systems and on-premise infrastructure
• Save time: Accelerate the transition of service to the Horizon Cloud solution
through project planning and engagement
• Expand business knowledge: Fully documented installation configuration
and knowledge transfer from Xtravirt’s expert cloud consultants
• Drive long term strategy: Align with advances in modern workspace
technology and practices ensuring business efficiency
• Gain greater insight: In depth understanding of your user workspace
requirements covering desktops, applications, resources, user experience
and mobility
• Achieve best practice: Receive design services for a Horizon solution on
VMware’s public cloud aligned with recommended industry standards and
vendor specifications

Success Objectives
• Workshop sessions discussing organisation strategy requirements,
constraints and financial objectives
• Capturing of digital workspace use cases and definition of a high-level
solution approach and financial framework model
• Business analysis and financial source data gathering
• Toolset deployment to aid cost calculations
• Financial analysis focused on TCO and ROI
• Presentation of documented findings including next step options
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“VMware is pleased to recognize
Xtravirt with Principal-level status
in Digital Workspace and VMware
Cloud on AWS, the most elite tier
of partners within VMware Partner
Connect, we value our relationship
with Xtravirt and look forward to
their continued partnership with
VMware.”
Jenni Flinders,
Vice President and Worldwide Channel Chief, VMware

VMware Workspace ONE
Overview
VMware Workspace™ ONE™ is the
simple and secure enterprise platform
that delivers and manages any app
on any smartphone, tablet, or laptop.
It begins with consumer grade selfservice, single-sign on access to
cloud, mobile, and Windows apps and
includes powerfully integrated email,
calendar, file and collaboration tools
that engage employees.

Key Benefits
• Provides consumer-simple, single sign-on access to cloud, mobile, web and
Windows apps in one unified catalogue
• Powerfully integrated secure email, calendar, file and social collaboration
tools that engage employees
• Empower employees by enabling a ‘Bring your own Device’ (BYOD) model
• Provide corporate devices with the ability for IT to enforce fine-grained,
risk-based conditional access policies that also take into account device
compliance information
• Onboard a new employee with all of their apps and devices rapidly without
tickets and help desk calls
• Set and enforce access and data policies across all apps, devices, and
locations in one place
• Complete business processes from a mobile device, similar to consumer
experiences
• Provision a new corporate laptop out of the box, anywhere in the world, from
the cloud within minutes
• Get insights and automation capabilities across your entire digital workspace
environment
• Deliver corporate resources and applications securely to employees virtually
anywhere with PC, mobile device and mobile application management
capabilities from the cloud
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VMware Workspace ONE
Jumpstart
Overview
The VMware Workspace ONE
Jumpstart service by Xtravirt is
a structured, best practice fluid
programme of engagement to assess
your businesses readiness for VMware
Workspace ONE.
Typically delivered in a week the
service delivered by Xtravirt is
designed to provide your business with
a deployment strategy, a view of your
existing estate and any obstacles that
must be overcome before progressing
with VMware Workspace ONE.

The Key Benefits are:
• Indepth insights: An increased understanding of the solution components
that make up Workspace ONE, including Workspace ONE UEM and
Workspace ONE Access, formerly known as VMware AirWatch® and VMware
Identity Manager™ respectively
• Validation: The key use cases for Workspace ONE explained and validated,
unique for your environment
• Obstacles identified: Expert led sessions focused on the specific challenges
your organisation is trying to solve regarding enterprise mobility, identity and
application delivery
• Expert guidance: leading industry experience and knowledge transfer to set
the right approach for your organisation’s workspace transformation, including
design decisions, deployment options and procedural changes to avoid
potential pitfalls
• Full documentation: Findings are captured directly from the sessions along
with key planning information around Workspace ONE readiness, design
decisions, vendor and real-world best practices, impacts and dependencies

Success Objectives
• use case validation and deployment strategy document outlining the product
components required to meet the business requirements
• solution architecture diagram showing the VMware components involved and
integrations at a high level
• readiness checklist identifying any detailed risks, issues and remediation
steps required prior to the introduction of the desired Workspace ONE
features
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Microsoft Office 365
Overview
Microsoft Office 365 provides users
with the basic productivity applications
necessary to get work done in
the modern enterprise. It includes
applications like Word, Excel, Outlook,
PowerPoint, OneNote, and OneDrive,
just to name a few.
In the modern mobile-centric
enterprise, Office 365 provides the
tools used to get work done. This
makes Office 365 important to just
about every working individual.

Key Benefits
• Access Files Anywhere: Allow your organisation to store all files in the cloud.
This means they can be accessed on any device, from any location with an
internet connection. Office 365 is a totally secure environment with robust
security measures in place, which ensures unauthorised people can’t access
your files if they happen to get on your device. Using Office 365 means your
business is free to operate without any concerns for security.
• Business Continuity: With files stored in the cloud and regularly backed up,
your organisation can continue to operate as normal in the case of a disaster
at the office. No matter what happens to your physical devices, your email,
files and data are safely stored in the cloud.
• Improved Communication: Give users the tools to keep communication
centralised and straightforward across Teams and Outlook. Teams lets
you hold conference calls and meetings with staff and external agencies
anywhere in the world, so you can always collaborate and communicate
regardless of distance or time difference.
• Automatic upgrades: All the essential apps such as Word, Excel and Outlook
are included and work online without the need to install any software.
Upgrades are performed automatically at predetermined intervals, so you
don’t have to worry about not being on the latest version.
• Centralised Collaboration: SharePoint is another integral tool for enabling
collaboration. Documents that are saved in SharePoint can be accessed
and worked on by any staff member, and shared as a link in email. Multiple
users are also able to edit documents stored in SharePoint in real time, which
makes co-authoring easy.
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Office 365 Accelerator
Overview
The Xtravirt’s Microsoft Office 365
Accelerator provides your business
with the reassurance and support
it needs to accelerate the transition
into Office 365 and mitigate the
possible risks involved when moving
to a cloud service. Take advantage of
guaranteed 99.9% uptime and reduced
hardware costs while utilising cutting
edge security and monitoring. Deliver
trusted, known applications to your
entire workforce across any device and
encourage collaborative working from
anywhere.
Taking advantage of this service fully,
the engagement will typically last 6
weeks through the initiate, discover,
assess, design and enable phases.
The final outcome is a to have a
fully operational, optimised and
documented Office 365 platform with
test data including email, calendar,
contacts and file data migrated.

The Key Benefits are:
• Get peace of mind: Know your services are consistently available with
a guaranteed 99.9% uptime, as well as a financially backed service level
agreement
• Achieve a SaaS model: With email and data secured in the cloud, helping
reduce on-premises infrastructure footprint, management and cost
• Cutting edge security: With five layers of security and proactive monitoring to
ensure your data is kept safe
• Online Office Applications: Access online versions of office applications on
any device at any time, plus fully installed applications on approved user
devices with no need to pay for version upgrades
• Deliver corporate resources: Applications and corporate resources delivered
securely to employees virtually anywhere with PC, mobile devices or mobile
application management capabilities from the cloud

Success Objectives
• An increased understanding of the deployment phases required to realise a
successful transition to Office 365 through expert lead sessions
• First hand practical preparation and knowledge transfer from specialists,
tailored to the Office 365 components that will address the specific
challenges your organisation is trying to solve.
• Leading industry experience to set the right approach for your organisation,
including deployment options and procedural changes to avoid potential
pitfalls
• Documented findings captured directly from the sessions, collating key
planning information around Office 365 readiness, remediation, solution
design, vendor and real-world best practices, impacts and dependencies
• Successful introduction of Office 365 through build of cloud infrastructure and
enablement of required features as per designs
• Preparation for the transition through migration of live data to the cloud and
solution acceptance with structured outcome-based testing
• Project management and engagement throughout to ensure successful
delivery passing through each Office 365 deployment phase
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Citrix Solutions
Overview
Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops
Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops
are virtualisation solutions that
give IT control of virtual machines,
applications, licensing, and security
while providing anywhere access for
any device.
Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops allow:
• End users to run applications and
desktops independently of the
device’s operating system and
interface.
• Administrators to manage the
network and control access from
selected devices or from all
devices.
• Administrators to manage an entire
network from a single data center.
Citrix Cloud services
Citrix Cloud services simplify the
delivery and management of Citrix
technologies, helping you to extend
existing on-premises software
deployments or move one hundred
percent to the cloud. Create and
deploy secure digital workspaces
in hours, not weeks, while placing
your sensitive app, desktop and data
resources on any cloud or hybrid cloud.
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Key Benefits
• Support workplace flexibility and mobility: Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops
help organisations maintain information security while providing flexible
access to IT resources from more locations. Centralised application and data
management and granular access control policies allow only authorised
users to connect to enterprise resources.
• Say “yes” to consumerisation: Whether people bring the laptop of their
choice into the office, work on a tablet while offsite or check in via smartphone
to respond to business needs while in transit, consumerisation is a huge
benefit for them and their organisations.
• Prevent data loss, ensure privacy and protect intellectual property:
Centralising resources in the data centre, app and desktop virtualisation lets
IT manage and secure Windows apps and associated data more simply and
effectively in a single location rather than in thousands of different locations
across the organisation and beyond.
• Maintain global compliance: Centralised, granular policy control enabled by
app and desktop virtualisation helps IT stop handling compliance and data
privacy in a reactive manner and instead allows development of the right
information security strategy for the organisation.
• Increase the value of security investments: By centralising maintenance,
app and desktop virtualisation simplifies and accelerates endpoint security.
Patches, antivirus updates and hotfixes can be quickly installed on a single
master image before being deployed throughout the organisation.
• Support rapid business growth: App and desktop virtualisation provides the
ability to extend the organisation’s existing security model to new locations,
people and groups quickly, easily and cost-effectively. It simplifies remote
office and branch management in several ways such as local lockdown, rapid
setup and high availability. Adding new users to existing groups according to
their security profile and work requirements means that the right policies are
applied from day one.

Health Check Service

for Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops
Overview
Xtravirt’s Health Check Service for Citrix
Virtual Apps and Desktops (formerly
known as XenApp® & XenDesktop® )
offers a best practise assessment of
your existing Citrix user workspace
deployment. Xtravirt utilises consulting
expertise and experience to unlock
your full business and technology
potential.
This two-week engagement will
identify existing and future workspace
requirements, detailed analysis of
the current state of your environment
presented back to your IT team along
with a roadmap and next steps to
optimise your infrastructure to Citrix
best practices.

The Key Benefits are:
• Greater visibility: In-depth inventory and baseline of your Citrix environment
and supporting platforms including compute, storage and networking
• Achieve best practice: Comparison between recommended industry
standards and design concepts
• Improve end user experience: Reduced login times, enriched persona and
application efficiency
• Save time: A well designed and efficient Citrix environment to allow IT staff to
spend less time administrating and more time innovating
• Maximise investment: Full visibility of existing environment and
recommendations for any license features that have been purchased but are
not being utilised
• Drive long term strategy: Move with advances in technology to ensure
business efficiency, through modern workspace practises

Success Objectives
• A comprehensive review and proficient insight into your organisation’s Citrix
environment and underlying infrastructure
• Expert coaching and guidance for applying Citrix best practices to help meet
the future requirements of your business and users
• Specialist advice and design tweaks that can help to optimise your
Virtual Apps and Desktops environments for performance, scaling and
manageability
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Citrix Workspace
Jumpstart
Overview
Citrix Workspace offers a user-centric
experience where everything you need
to work is in one unified app. Built on
trusted Citrix Receiver technology, with
conditional access and performance
made simple based on user context
and IT-designed policies.
Citrix Workspace fully aggregates all
apps and data across all applications,
both on-premises and cloud, to deliver
the right experience to the right user
at the right time. When making a
transition to Citrix Workspace, Xtravirt’s
Jumpstart Service can help ensure the
process happens smoothly.

The Key Benefits are:
• Increased understanding of the solution components that make up Citrix
Workspace: Including Citrix Endpoint Management, Content Collaboration,
Citrix Access Security, Citrix Apps and Desktops and Citrix Analytics
• Validation of the key use cases for Citrix Workspace: Expert led sessions
focused on the specific challenges your organisation is trying to solve
regarding enterprise mobility, identity and application delivery
• Leading industry experience: Knowledge transfer to set the right approach
for your organisation’s workspace transformation, including design decisions,
deployment options and procedural changes to avoid potential pitfalls
• Full documentation: Findings captured directly from the sessions along
with key planning information around Citrix Workspace readiness, design
decisions, vendor and real-world best practices, impacts and dependencies

Success Objectives
• use case validation and deployment strategy document outlining the product
components required to meet the business requirements
• solution architecture diagram showing the Citrix components involved and
integrations at a high level
• readiness checklist identifying any detailed risks, issues and remediation
steps required prior to the introduction of the desired Citrix Workspace
features

Citrix CloudConnect
for Microsoft Azure
Overview

The Key Benefits are:

Xtravirt’s Citrix CloudConnect for
Microsoft Azure is designed to get you
started on the Citrix Cloud solution
hosted on Microsoft’s Azure public
cloud offering. Citrix Cloud provides the
perfect platform to get started with a
cloud first or cloud migration strategy
and enables traditionally on premises
services to be hosted and delivered via
public cloud.

• Gain greater insight: In-depth understanding of your user workspace
requirements covering desktops, applications, resources, user experience
and mobility

This three-week engagement will
provide your IT teams with workshops
culminating in design creation led by
one of our End User Compute experts.
Once this design is validated our expert
will oversee the build and integration
via Citrix Cloud Connector. Test users
will be transitioned into the solution to
enable testing and the environment
will undergo a thorough performance
review.

• Save time: Accelerate the transition services to the Citrix Cloud on Microsoft
Azure through effective project planning and engagement

• Achieve best practice: Receive design services for a Citrix Cloud solution on
Microsoft Azure, aligned with recommended industry standards and vendor
specifications
• Receive expert support: Hands on deployment assistance to enable the
Citrix Cloud solution on Microsoft Azure and ensure integration with existing
systems

• Expand business knowledge: Receive documentation and knowledge
transfer from Xtravirt’s expert cloud consultants and comparisons between
performance and management of the solution against business requirements
• Drive long term strategy: Move with advances in modern workspace
technology and practices, ensuring business efficiency

Success Objectives
• Expert assessment, design and deployment for a Citrix Cloud implementation
using Microsoft Azure public cloud
• Best practice platform for a real-world assessment of the solution, as well as
delivering knowledge transfer into your internal teams

Ready to take the next step
on your Digital Workspace
journey?
Perhaps you are at the beginning of your journey to the digital workspace and feel some
expert guidance to set you on the right path would be helpful. Or, perhaps you have a
well-defined plan, but want to see it deployed quickly and without business disruption.
Wherever you are on your digital workspace journey and whatever solution you have in
mind, Xtravirt can help.
Our digital workspace expertise is evidenced in our partner accreditations. Xtravirt is
a VMware Principal Partner for Digital Workspace, Citrix Silver Solution Advisor and
Microsoft Gold Partner.

For more information, or to request a call back, please email info@xtravirt.com
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